All About: Zing Floor Coating
Floor Coating was designed to be used where some burnishing is needed. Is transparent and not easily
marked. Fortified with Zing CPC (Cleaning and Polishing Compound). Will produce the safest and
shiniest available. To be used on all floor surfaces where coating/finish can be applied.

Directions
Stripping Not Required
Step 1 - When the previous applied
coating/finish is in reasonable condition
(having at least 3 coats of coating/finish
not in need of stripping) prepare floor with
Zing Floor Prep or Stress-X following
product directions.
Step 2 - CPC burnish floor follow product
directions.

Benefits
Buffable
transparent
Non-Slippery
CPC Fortified
Applies easily
Water based acrylic
Works on all floor surfaces
Exceeds ASTM safety standards

Step 3 - Vacuum or dust mop.
Step 4 - Apply a minimum of 2 coats Floor
Coating with an All in One Microfiber Mop
Applicator. Be sure each coat is completely
dry before applying additional coats.
Note: Apply first and last coat to edges only.
Remaining coats, stay 1 coat from the edge.

Stripping Required

Packaged
4 x 1 gallon case

Coverage
1 gallon covers 2,000 sq. ft.

Step 1 - Strip all floor areas, follow
stripper label directions.
Step 2 - Rinse floor.
Step 3 - Vacuum or Dust Mop.
Step 4 - Apply sealer if required. 1 coat
for floors up to 5 years old and 2 coats
over 5 years old.
Step 5 - Apply Floor Coating with an
All In One Microfiber Mop Applicator.
Never apply more than 4 coats in any 24 hour
period. Be sure each coat is completely dry
before re-applying additional coats.
Note: Apply first and last coat to edges only.
Remaining coats stay 1 coat from the edge.

Specifications
Appearance of product.........................Lavender liquid
Odor.................................................................Pleasant
Active content..........................................................22%
Removability....................................................Excellent
Buffability.........................................................Excellent
Recoatability....................................................Excellent
Slip resistance...........Exceeds ASTM safety standards
Floor color enhancer........................................Excellent
Shelf life...............................................1 year minimum
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